TURNTABLE
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
ENGLISH

INVICTUS Rack

Setup of the rack / explosion drawing of
packing
To avoid damage during transport your turntable comes
carefully packed. Unpack all the parts in the 2 boxes.
Please be aware that the parts of the INVITUS-Stand
are very heavy.
Ensure that a second person is avaiable to assist you.

1. Ground plate
Take the ground plate and place it where you want to
have the INVICTUS.

1.2 Ground plate
Take a look at the bottom of the ground plate and open
the screw by turning it 2 times counter clockwise.
See pictures on the right side. This looses the fittings
for the tubes.

2. Inserting the light
Use the provided halogen light bulbs and insert them
into the sockets inside of the tube holders.

3. Mounting the tubes
Take out each of the tubes and screw them onto the
tube holder by turning them clockwise onto the holder.
See the picture on the right side. Make sure you have
placed them correctly on the thread. They must be able
to be turned easy and smooth. Turn them down until
they nearly touch the ground plate.

4. Adjusting the tubes
The tubes need to be adjusted so that the angle of the
cut outs for the glass shelf are correctly positioned. Therefore use the provided wood shelf and place it inside
the slots and adjust all 4 tubes in a way that the slots
are parallel and the wood can be slided in easy. Then
thighten the tubes by turning the screw on the bottom of
the ground plate. See 4.1 for details.

4.1

5. Mounting the feets
Use the 4 provided feets and screw them into the threads in the bottum of the ground plate. Place the stand
exactly where you want it to be. Than level the stand by
turning the 4 feets clockwise or counter clockwise.
Make sure that the inserts inside the top of the tubes
are turned in so far that they are lower than the tube
itself.

6. Mounting the top plate
Take out the top plate and place it on top of the 4 tubes
like you see in the picture beside. Use the provided 4
screws and screw the top plate into the tubes.

7. Mounting the rubber protectors
Take out the wooden adjustment plate and decide
where you want to have the glass shelf to be positioned
inside your stand. Place the 4 rubbers in the cutouts for
the glass shelf to protect it.

7.1 Glass shelf
After the rubbers are positioned ask somebody for help
and insert the glass shelf into the stand. We suggest to
not let it slide on the rubbers as they might get off.

8. Done
After succesfully finished all the assembly instructions
your INVICTUS-Stand should look like on the picture
beside. You can now put the plug of the transformer into
the main outlet and use the internal light by sliding the
knob of the transformer left or right.

Dimensions
H 80,0 cm

W 80,0

D 70,0 cm

Weigth: 189 kg or 417 pound
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